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Malaga OVER TIME
Welcome to Malaga, an exceptional city in every sense of the word. Each 
day, thousands of visitors roam this urban space, enjoying the amazing 
cultural, culinary, shopping and leisure experience our city offers. Hundreds 
of centuries have forged the Malaga you visit today, the city we hope you will 
love. But in order to love something, we must truly know it, know its history.

Throughout these pages, we are going to share who we are, from our origins 
down to today, offering you a more comprehensive view of the streets, 
squares and sights you can visit. Discover our history and enjoy its legacy. 
You are sure to like and love Malaga as much as we do. 
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There is a great deal of evidence demonstrating the existence of settlements in the province 
from prehistoric times. The Nerja and Rincón de la Victoria Caves and the Antequera 
Dolmens Site (the last being listed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site) have all left us important 
remains of great scientific value, revealing the history of local habitation going back half a 
million years. One of the most important complexes closest to the city of Malaga is the La Araña 
Archaeological Sites, which offer an extremely interesting interpretive center recreating the 
cultural evolution and life of those early malagueños.

The La Araña Archaeological Sites are located in the La Araña 
neighborhood, the easternmost district in the municipality. 
The archaeological complex is made up of various caves 
and shelters with important scientifically valuable remains 
encompassing the period from the Neanderthals to the 
Bronze Age. There is an interpretive centre and guided tours 
are available with advance reservations.
For more information, visit www.complejohumo.org

NERJA CAVES LA ARAÑA INTERPRETIVE CENTRE MENGA DOLMEN

ETERNAL Malaga
A TOUR OF MALAGA’S HISTORY

AND ARTISTIC LEGACY
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Thus begins the history of the city of Malaga which we will recount for you throughout these 
pages. A brief history, but a great one. Enough so that when you visit one of our historical sights 
or stroll down our streets, you will be aware of the origins to which our deepest roots are fixed. 
From the beginning. 7



AT THE CENTER OF THE STORY
ORIGINS OF THE CIT Y OF MALAGA
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The Phoenician City of Cerro del Villar
Cerro del Villar, a Phoenician archaeological site discovered in the 
1960s at the mouth of the Guadalhorce, has revealed not a small 
trading colony, but an entire residential city with a complex urban 
grid that included large houses, porticoed streets, markets and a 
port area with significant trade and industrial activity, primarily 
pottery production. From the 6th century BC, probably due to 
flooding and a changing climate, the city gradually declined in 
status, with Malaka beginning to take off and undergo urban 
development and transformation.

The origins of the city of Malaga date back to the 8th century BC, when the Phoenicians 
established several trading colonies along our coast. These included Cerro del Villar, located 
at the mouth of the Guadalhorce River, and another called Malaka, situated further east. This 
small colony would originally have been located around an anchorage at the foot of Mount 
Gibralfaro, extending west to the Customs House (18th century), which now houses the 
Malaga Museum.

Shortly afterwards, the Greeks founded a colony not far from Malaka, which they called Mainake, 
although its exact location is not known. This colony was destroyed by the Carthaginians, who 
dominated the area until they succumbed to the might of the Roman Empire in 206 BC.

The site of the first settlement is 
now marked by an inscription 
bearing the name of the city, 
MALAKA, written in Phoenicians 
characters, at the east entrance 
to the Alcazaba Tunnel.
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Roman Malaca expanded to the north and west, although it never lost its horizontal nature; given its 
commercial activity, the port remained one of the city’s most important elements.

The core of the Roman city would have been located at the foot of the hill which is now the site of 
the Alcazaba (Calle Alcazabilla), where the ruins of the Roman Theater can still be seen today. Most 
likely, there was also an amphitheater, probably located around Plaza de La Merced. The city of 
Malaca was granted Latin Rights in the 1st century AD, as indicated by the Lex Flavia Malacitana, 
enacted in 81 AD.
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The main industrial activity was the production of garum, which was exported to other cities 
around the empire. There are numerous traces of this activity in the city, including large vats that 
can still be seen on Calle Alcazabilla and under the building housing the Office of the President 
of the University of Malaga.

From the 4th century to the arrival of the Arabs in 712, the region was occupied by Visigoths and 
Byzantines.

But it would be the Arabs who would determine the city’s final form, laying out the urban plan 
which today makes up the historic center of the city of Malaga. Other traces of Arab occupation 
include the Alcazaba–Gibralfaro Castle Complex.
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Garum Vats at the Roman Theater
Garum was a paste made from oily fish mashed with aromatic herbs and left to ferment in the sun. This highly 
prized product was in great demand. The costly sauce was considered a delicacy and was exported to major 
cities around the empire. Today, we can still see the remains of garum vats near the Roman Theater, protected by 
a glass pyramid, and inside the building that currently houses the President’s Office of the University of Malaga, 
formerly the Post Office building. This is located at the foot of the Alcazaba by the sea, where there are also 
remnants of the Roman wall.
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Muslim Malaga:
Boundaries of the walled city 
and remnants of surviving 
sections of wall.

1-Calle Carretería
2-Calle Álamos
3-Plaza de la Marina
4-Atarazanas Gate
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3
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Views from the Scenic Overlook
A walkway has been built at the foot of the west wall of 
the Alcazaba, offering an excellent vantage point. From 
there it is possible to admire unrivaled views of the city 
of Malaga. 13



MONUMENTAL COMPLEX THEATRE – ALCAZABA – GIBRALFARO
At the beginning of Calle Alcazabilla, we find Malaga’s most important group of 
monuments, made up of three historic landmarks.

1 Roman Theater
Built in the 1st century AD, in the time of Emperor Augustus, on the site of baths dating 
from the Republican period, the Roman Theater of Malaga remained in use until the 3rd 
century. Although it is only medium-sized, as Roman Malaca was not very populous, 
studies of the materials, especially the marble cladding, reveal it to have been a magnificent 
structure. The first signs of the theater emerged during construction of the Casa de 
la Cultura (Cultural Center) (1940–42), under which it remained hidden until the newer 
building was finally demolished in 1992.

Elements of the original theater that have been preserved are the stage, the cavea, 13 
rows of seating with a 31 meter radius and measuring 16 meters high, the vomitorium and 
the ruins of the orchestra, around which there was preferential seating for senators. The 
structure has been restored for use as a performance space.

Beside the theater there is an interpretive center which recreates daily life in Roman 
Malaca. The building’s exterior is decorated with text from the Lex Flavia Malacitana.

Address: Calle Alcazabilla s/n.         Telephone: +34 951 501 115
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2 Alcazaba
The Alcazaba was the fortified palace of the Arab rulers. Although there are remains 
dating from the 10th century, a major redevelopment was undertaken in the 11th 
century, when Malaga established itself as a taifa, a Muslim kingdom independent of 
the caliphate. The location on the lower slope of Mount Gibralfaro overlooked the city 
from an exceptional defensive position. The building was erected on top of Roman ruins, 
and the builders used some of the materials from the Roman theater located at its feet. 
The palace has an irregular, elongated plan adapted to suit the terrain. It underwent a 
succession of refurbishments and enlargements through the 15th century. Following the 
conquest of the city by the Christian monarchs, the site continued to be used for military 
purposes until the 18th century. A new entrance was recently opened on Calle Guillén 
Sotelo (behind the City Hall). There is an elevator which takes visitors to the highest point, 
making it possible to begin the tour from the top and so avoid the steep slopes.

The palace is linked to Gibralfaro Castle by a walled path that is not open to 
the public, making it necessary to follow another route to reach that fortress. 
The site features an interest exhibition of Muslim pottery techniques and uses from the 
11th to the 15th centuries.

Address: Calle Alcazabilla.       Telephone: +34 951 926 010
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3 Gibralfaro Castle
There are a number of theories about the origin of the castle’s name. One attributes it 
to the Arabs, who called the site Yabal Faruh (lighthouse mountain), a reference to the 
ruins of a Phoenician or Roman lighthouse once located there. However, various sources 
in 11th-century texts make mention of an Ayros Castle. Whether there was a lighthouse 
or not, whether it was Phoenician or Roman, we do know one thing for certain: it was the 
Nasrid king Yusuf I who transformed this indisputably strategic location with defensive 
and military value into a castle in 1340, and built the coracha, the section of wall linking 
Gibralfaro with the Alcazaba.

The site was used for military purposes until 1925, when it was ceded to the city as a 
historic monument. The castle now has an interpretive center, housed in the old magazine. 
Visitors can view a collection of items providing an overview of how daily life in the military 
evolved over the course of its history.

From the battlements, there are spectacular views of the city’s urban development 
from its origins. The center of history.
Address: Camino de Gibralfaro, s/n.    Telephone +34 951 926 010
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The conquest of the city by the Catholic Monarchs in August 1487 marked the start of 
Christianization and a new planning code, governed by Castilian urban planning regulations. 
Over the course of the 16th century, the Muslim medina would be transformed into a 
Castilian and Christian city.

First, four parish churches were built, adapting 4 of the more than 20 mosques in the 
medina: Santiago, Mártires, San Juan and Santa María (Sagrario). Two hospitals 
were also founded: San Lázaro (1491) located in the north, near the Virgen de la Victoria 
Shrine, and originally housing a leper colony; and Santo Tomás Hospital (early 16th 
century), located just opposite the main entrance to Santa María Parish Church (Sagrario). 
The church that formed part of the former hospital still remains, including a priceless Mudejar 
coffered ceiling and spectacular wall paintings in the crypt.

MALAGA IN THE 16TH CENTURY. PRINT BY EMILIO DE LA CERDA
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LIBERATION OF THE CAPTIVES OF MALAGA BY THE CATHOLIC MONARCHS. JOSÉ 
MORENO CARBONERO, 1930 (MALAGA MUSEUM)

For its part, Santo Tomás Hospital was totally demolished following the 1884–85 earthquakes and 
completely rebuilt. It is presently closed to the public.

FAÇADE OF SANTO TOMÁS HOSPITAL INFORMATION PLAQUE
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THE FIRST CHURCHES

Santiago Apóstol Parish Church
Located at the beginning of the former Calle Real, now Calle Granada, which was 
then the main street, this is one of the oldest churches in Malaga. Founded in 1490, 
the first structure was Gothic–Mudejar, with the most characteristic feature being 
the incredibly beautiful Mudejar tower.

1

San Juan Bautista Parish Church
Calle San Juan. Calle San Juan. Located in the most populated area of the Muslim 
city. Its founding may date to before 1490. Today, the church’s most striking feature 
is the colorful pictorial decoration on the façade, which was all the rage in 18th-
century Malaga. It was discovered during refurbishment work carried out in 1999.

2

Santos Mártires Parish Church
Plaza de los Mártires. This parish church also dates from the late 15th century. Its dedication 
refers to the martyrs St. Ciriaco and St. Paula, who were named patron saints of the city 
at the request of the Catholic Monarchs. Originally a Gothic structure, today it is a lovely 
Rococo church blessed in 1777. The current façade dates from the 18th century and also 
has wall paintings.

3

Santa María Parish Church (Sagrario)
Attached to the north side of the cathedral, this church was also founded in 
1488. It was originally a small chapel which had to be enlarged, extending to the 
façade in the style of the Catholic Monarchs (1514–1526) which had already been 
built to serve as the main entrance to the cathedral.

4

The first cathedral occupied the structure that had housed the Muslim mosque (12th century) 
and was consecrated in 1588. 
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Christian town planning organi-
zed cities around a large central 
square where the administra-
tive and religious authorities 
were concentrated. As a result, 
redevelopment and expansion 
work was begun on Plaza de las 
Cuatro Calles (today Plaza de la 
Constitución), where the city 
hall, jail, house of the local ma-
gistrate and district council were 
set up, with a single ornamental 
element: Génova Fountain, 
which remained on this spot un-
til the 18th century.

Génova Fountain
Génova Fountain was erected in Plaza de las Cuatro Calles (now 
Plaza de la Constitución) in 1551. It was probably Italian in origin 
and underwent a number of alterations and additions over the 
course of the 17th century. In 1807, it was moved to the east side  
of the Alameda (a newly constructed avenue). Later (1926), it was 
located on Paseo del Parque, where it remained until 2002, when it was 
restored and returned to its original location: Plaza de la Constitución.
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The different cultures that have occupied Malaga throughout its history have all altered 
what had been built before them, erecting new structures on top of earlier ones. This is why 
no Roman or Muslim buildings have survived within the urban area, with the exception of 
Atarazanas Gate. 

Atarazanas Gate
It is because the Arab shipyards were put to military use 
following the conquest, continuing until the 19th century, 
that this gate has been preserved today. The structure 
dates from the Nasrid period (Mohamed V, 14th century). 
Thanks to the zeal of the Academy of San Telmo, it was 
left standing and used as the main façade of the new 
market built in the Moorish Revival style, which opened  
in 1879. One hundred years later, the complex was listed  
as a Historic-Artistic Monument.

As on the rest of the peninsula, when the Christians gained ground, this was followed by the 
advance of the religious orders, which established themselves in each conquered city, occupying 
land and properties that had been surrendered. And Malaga was no different. A number of 
religious orders settled in the city, and some contributed to establishing an urban plan that did 
not follow the normal pattern, taking the form of concentric circles.

Some of the most important monasteries were located on the outskirts of the medina, and as 
they had significant drawing power, this caused the city to develop in the form of a star. These 
religious establishments were La Merced, San Francisco, Santo Domingo, La Victoria, 
Trinidad, Carmen and Capuchinos.
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1-San Luís el Real Monastery (San Francisco) 
Founded in 1489, the monastery continued to 
operate until the seizure of church lands and 
property under Mendizábal in 1836. It is located 
outside the city walls on what is now Plaza de San 
Francisco.
2-La Merced Monastery
The Mercedarians settled here in 1507, on the 
esplanade located in front of Granada Gate, in 
the northwest corner of what is today Plaza de la 
Merced. The church suffered a fire in 1931 during 
the events leading up to the Civil War and was 
finally demolished in 1964.
3-Santo Domingo Monastery
This monastery is located on the other side of the 
Guadalmedina River. It was founded in 1494, and 
like the others, continued operating until 1836. 
The church also suffered a fire in 1931.
4- La Victoria Monastery
Located on the outskirts of the city, to the north, 
on the site occupied by Ferdinand of Aragón’s 
camp during the siege of Malaga, where a  

country chapel was erected to house the image 
of Our Lady of Victory. It was ceded to the Order 
of Minims in 1493. The building features a 
magnificent shrine and tower, among Malaga’s 
finest contributions to the Baroque style.
5- La Trinidad Monastery
As was the case with La Victoria Monastery, the 
Trinitarians received land containing a country 
chapel, this time on the site where the camp of 
Queen Isabella of Castile was located, outside 
the city walls on the other side of the river. The 
complex was built between the 15th and 17th 
centuries.
6-San Andrés Monastery (Carmen)
The Carmelites also established their monastery 
outside the city walls on the other side of the 
river, on land which would later become the 
working-class neighborhood of El Perchel.
7- Capuchinos Monastery
The Capuchin Franciscans received a country 
chapel located on a hill outside the walls to the 
northwest of the city, giving rise to what is now 
the Capuchinos neighborhood.

MONASTERIES
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SAN ANDRÉS MONASTERY (CARMEN) SANTO DOMINGO MONASTERYLA TRINIDAD MONASTERY
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1- San Luis el Real Monastery (San Francisco)
2- La Merced Monastery
3- Santo Domingo Monastery
4- La Victoria Monastery

5- La Trinidad Monastery
6- San Andrés Monastery (Carmen)
7- Capuchinos Monastery
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The importance of the port and Renaissance trends dro-
ve major urban development projects, enlarging streets 
and opening up alleys to create new squares, such as 
what is now Plaza del Obispo, and laying out the new 
communication routes the city required, such as Calle 
Nueva.
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Like the religious orders, the nobility also obtained properties in conquered areas, turning them into 
residential palaces or mansions. Two of the oldest in Malaga are Buenavista Palace (1530–1540), 
which is currently home to the Picasso Museum, and Villalón Palace (late 16th century), which now 
houses the Carmen Thyssen Museum.

Villalón Palace
This Renaissance palace dating from the late 
16th century is located on Calle Compañía, one 
of the streets leading to Plaza de la Constitución. 
The land was first granted to the Portugue-se 
native Arias Pinto, who taught the sons of 
the Duke of Braganza, in 1489. It has had an 
eventful history, with various different owners 
over the centuries. Today it is occupied by the 
Carmen Thyssen Museum Malaga.

Buenavista Palace
This is one of the finest examples of 16th-
century civil architecture. Located on Calle 
San Agustín, adjoining the main artery of the 
Muslim city, which is now Calle Granada, it is 
in the Renaissance style, combined with Mu-
dejar elements. It is now home to the Picasso 
Museum Malaga.
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Malaga OUTSIDE THE WALLS
18TH-CENTURY MALAGA
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The 17th century was a turbulent period for Malaga, dominated by wars, natural disasters and 
famine. Construction efforts concentrated on public works to strengthen the port and city 
defenses, which were in very poor condition, as well as urban restructuring and enlargement 
of the city’s roads.

However, the arrival of additional monastic orders, as well as work and enlargements by existing 
monasteries, also played an important role.
The convent of the Discalced Augustinians, founded in 1631, occupied the east side of what 
is now Plaza de la Constitución. And in 1630, the Society of Jesus opened Santo Cristo de la 
Salud Church on the street which today bears the order’s name (Compañía de Jesús), very close 
to Plaza de la Constitución.

The latter part of the century also saw the founding of San Julián Hospital by the Brotherhood 
of Santa Caridad. It is now home to the Agrupación de Cofradías de Malaga (Confraternity 
Association of Malaga).

San Julián Hospital
Located on Calle Muro de San Julián, this buil-
ding has had various uses over the centuries.  
Between 1972, when it became the headquarters of the Agru-
pación de Cofradías de Semana Santa (Association of Holy 
Week Confraternities), and the present day, the structu- 
re has undergone several refurbishments in order to  
return it to its original splendor. In addition to being  
the confraternity headquarters, it is also home to  
the extremely interesting Malaga Holy Week
Museum.
For more information, visit
www.agrupaciondecofradias.com
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Malaga’s economy began to recover in 1714, when peace made a boom in mercantile activity 
possible. Foreign merchants, who had been a strong presence in the city from its founding, 
returned, but local traders also began to gain importance. New mercantile legislation passed 
by Carlos III boosted trade between the Indies and the Port of Malaga.

The Consulado (merchant guild) and Montepío (state pawnbroker’s) were reestablished, 
occupying the building that had housed the old Jesuit school in the city’s heart and 
administrative center, now Plaza de la Constitución. From 1790, this was also the location of the 
Sociedad Económica de Amigos del País (Economic Society of Friends of the Country), 
which engaged in cultural and reform work that was important for the development of the city.

The iconic façade of the Economic Society of Friends of 
the Country building, carved in gray marble, is filled with 
symbolism and offers an idyllic image of the city of Malaga: 
a field of native trees, a commercial ship, a peasant with 
a cornucopia (abundance) kneeling in front of a young 
woman who symbolizes the city. The legend read: “Help the 
diligent. Refuse the lazy.”
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ZAMARRILLA´S CHAPEL, CALLE 
MARTÍNEZ MALDONADO

SAN FELIPE NERI PARISH 
CHURCH, CALLE GAONA34



 

Population increase was a fact and the city began to expand beyond its bounds, a 
phenomenon which also owed much to the development of centers of attraction in the 
form of the monasteries that had been established outside the walls. To the north, on land 
once occupied by Fontanella, the Arab quarter, a new neighborhood grew up around 
San Felipe Neri Parish Church, which was originally a chapel financed by the Count of 
Buenavista. Beginning in 1755, it was enlarged with an oval nave, making it an interesting 
example of Baroque Classicism.

During this century, there was a proliferation of privately-built chapels and shrines. One of 
the most important, even today, is Zamarrilla´s Chapel (1757), erected on the Antequera 
Road on the other side of the river, following the westward expansion along the coast. The 
neighborhoods of La Trinidad and El Perchel were thus connected.

The Zamarrilla´s Legend.
In the mid-19th century, Cristóbal Ruiz, a dangerous 
bandit known as El Zamarrilla, found himself cornered 
by the Civil Guard. He took refuge in Zamarrilla Chapel, 
where the image of Our Lady of Sorrows was venerated. 
Finding no exit or possibility of escape, he ended up hi-
ding beneath the mantle of the Virgin, begging her for 
protection. After searching every inch of the chapel, the 
Civil Guard left without finding him.

Grateful for the favor granted by the Virgin, El Zamarri-
lla decided to present the Mother of Sorrows with the 
only thing he had, a white rose he had just received 
from his fiancée as a token of her love. He attached it to 
the chest of the figure with his own dagger. The white 
rose was immediately stained with red blood. And this 
is why the Virgin of Zamarrilla, who is paraded through 
the streets of Malaga on Maundy Thursday, wears a lo-
vely red rose on her chest. 
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The streets followed the route of the Arab 
wall and were made possible by the des-
truction of the walls and covering over the 
fosse. However, some remnants do remain.

Malaga quite literally leaped its walls, as they were pulled down due to growth. New 
structures were built on the same spot, rather than using them as walls and building right 
up against them, as was done in other cities. This is how Calle Carretería and Calle Álamos 
were created during this period.

One of the most significant developments for the planning of the future city took place in 
the south. Thanks to deposits left by the Guadalmedina River, a new strip of land was created 
between the seaport and the beach, and Paseo de la Alameda was built there in 1873. This 
avenue became a vital hub for the bourgeoisie in the 19th-century city.
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The city’s appearance changed radically during this period with the arrival of the Baroque 
style and even Rococo. The façades of religious and civil buildings were decorated with 
colorful paintings which sometimes recreated faux architecture and allegorical figures. 
Sagrario Parish Church, which had been torn down at the beginning of the century, was 
rebuilt, preserving the Plateresque façade. The exterior was decorated with  
wall paintings.

A few meters from the main façade of Sagrario Parish Church, 
opposite the courtyard of orange trees in front of the 
cathedral, stands one of the finest examples of Baroque civil 
architecture from this period: Zea-Salvatierra Palace. Built 
between the late 17th and early 18th centuries, it occupies a 
block at the corner of Calle Císter and Calle San Agustín. The 
building is privately owned.

During this century, the city was adorned with striking wall 
paintings, most featuring geometric motifs, although there 
were also figurative and floral elements. Remodeling and res-
toration work carried out on some buildings in recent years 
has revealed hidden paintings, with more and more being 
preserved and restored.

PALACIO DE ZEA-SALVATIERRA.  
FACHADA PRINCIPAL.
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Work on the cathedral, never com-
pleted, was taken up again in 1719. 
It was finally inaugurated in 1782, 
still lacking a south tower and 
some decorative and structural 
elements, which remain missing 
today. The building is represen-
tative of the Renaissance style, as 
the chapter demanded stylistic 
continuity, although the Baroque 
is reflected in its magnificent main 
façade.
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La Encarnación Cathedral
Work on La Encarnación Cathedral was begun immediately fo-
llowing the conquest of the city, on the site occupied by the Mus-
lim mosque in the medina. It was consecrated on August 3, 1588. 
Although construction began during the Gothic period, the 
building, finally finished in 1782, is one of the most repre-
sentative Spanish Renaissance works. Since 1997, it has  
also housed the Cathedral Museum, which displays a 
magnificent collection of paintings, sculpture and opu- 
lent art.

For more information, visit www.diocesismalaga.es
www.malagacatedral.com
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Why was work never completed on the South Tower?
In 1997, The National Society Sons of the American Revolution presented a plaque to the Malaga 
cathedral chapter to thank them for the donation of money which at the time had been allocated for 
construction of the tower. It was sent to General Bernardo de Gálvez, Malaga native and then governor 
of Spanish Louisiana, to provide support for the American War of Independence. The plaque can be 
seen on the south side of the courtyard dedicated to the cathedral’s open-air museum.

However, some researchers assert that the money was used for improvements to the Antequera Road. 

Today, there are conflicting opinions regarding whether or not it should be completed.
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Located opposite the main façade of the 
cathedral, Plaza del Obispo underwent a 
major refurbishment with the spectacular 
enlargement of the Episcopal Palace, which 
annexed several adjoining buildings in 1762. 
The Baroque style of the square is enhanced 
by the spectacular gray and pink marble 
façade of the new palace and a small fountain 
that provided water for the local residents. 
It was supplied by San Telmo Aqueduct, 
which would be the greatest engineering 
work of 18th-century Malaga.

EPISCOPAL PALACE (INTERIOR) EPISCOPAL PALACE (EXTERIOR)42



Episcopal Palace
This building is one of the masterpieces of architect 
Antonio Ramos and the symbol of our Baroque era. The 
interior is arranged around two consecutive courtyards. 
Today, part of the building houses Ars Malaga, an “art 
space” open to visitors in the public area of the palace 
and the rooms dedicated to exhibitions.
For more information, visit www.arsmalaga.es

San Telmo Aqueduct
In the 18th century, the city’s population growth made it necessary to increase the water 
supply. The bishop of Malaga at the time, José Molina Lario, initiated and funded the 
project that would be one of the most important hydraulic engineering works of the 
18th century. Architect Martín de Aldehuela was the man behind this major undertaking. 
Measuring 10.8 kilometers in length, it was able to supply water from the Guadalmedina 
River to the entire population of Malaga. Despite its complexity, given the challenging 
relief of the terrain, work was completed in just two years, between October 1782 and 
September 1784.
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The boom in trade, exports and   created the need for customs facilities in keeping with the city’s 
significant commercial activity. So in 1791, work was begun on the large Aduana (Customs House)  
at the foot of the Alcazaba, near the sea and very close to the port.

Customs House
Designed in 1788 by architect Manuel Martín Rodríguez, the  
Palacio de la Aduana (Customs House) is a clear example of the  
new Neoclassical style, although it does retain some Baroque  
elements. Work began in 1791 but was not finished until 1829,  
following the interruption caused by the Peninsular War against  
France (1808–1814). During construction, workers found a large quality  
of materials from the Arab and Roman cities that had their center in this 
area. Over the centuries, the building has had various uses. Today it houses the 
Malaga Museum, which contains the collections of the Archaeological Museum 
and the Fine Arts Museum.
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Mudejar tower?
Continuing along Calle Granada, near Bue-
navista Palace (now the Picasso Museum), 
there is an interesting Mudejar tower. Given 
its location in the area of the Jewish quarter 
and its proximity to the tower of Santiago 
Parish Church, it might be assumed to be 
associated with the latter. However, it is ac-
tually what remains of a tower house, a type 
of residence once commonly found in Mala-
ga, dating from the 17th century. Following 
redevelopment of the surrounding area and 
the Jewish quarter, the tower now houses 
the Ibn Gabirol Visitor Center, run by the 
Malaga City Council.

Opposite the Customs House is 
another important example of 18th-
century civil architecture, the palace 
of the Count of Villalcázar. The 
building was listed as a Property of 
Cultural Interest in 1976 and currently 
houses the Malaga Chamber of Com-
merce.
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1- Economic Society of Friends of 
     the Country

2- Calle Carretería and Calle 
     Álamos (wall)

3- Zamarrilla Chapel

4- San Telmo Aqueduct

5- Plaza del Obispo

6- Customs House

7- Cathedral

8- San Julián Hospital

9- Alameda

10- Zea-Salvatierra Palace

11- Sagrario Parish Church

12- San Felipe Neri Parish Church

13- Santo Cristo de la Salud Church

14- Ibn Gabirol Visitor Center 
       (Mudejar tower)

Tourist information point

Parking
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MOVING TOWARDS thE FUTURE
THE 19TH CENTURY

The 19th century was crucial for the ur-

ban development of the city of Malaga. 

The street plan took on its final form, as 

we know it today, coinciding with the 

rise of the Industrial Revolution and 

the consolidation of the bourgeoisie.

Although the French occupation (1810–

1812) was terrible, with the city suffe-

ring a significant loss of artistic heritage, 

other historical events produced such 

iconic monuments as the obelisk erec-

ted in honor of General Torrijos in what 

is now Plaza de la Merced and the statue 

of the Marquis of Larios located at the 

start of Calle Larios.

MONUMENT TO THE MARQUIS OF LARIOS
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Monument to the Marquis of Larios
To commemorate the death of the second Marquis of Larios, Manuel Do-
mingo Larios, the City Council supported an initiative led by journalist 
Nicolás Muñoz Cerissola to erect a monument in his honor. In the end, 
the cost was paid by public subscription. The winning design was by 
the famous Valencian sculptor Mariano Benlliure, who created a 
pyramidal group with different allegories. The figure of the marquis 
originally faced Calle Larios, which was his great work and contribu-
tion to the city.

CALLE DEL MARQUÉS DE LARIOS (LOOKING TOWARDS THE PORT)
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Monument to Torrijos
General José María Torri-
jos, liberal and great defen-
der of the Constitution of 
1812, led a resistance mo-
vement against the absolute  
rule of Fernando VII. Betrayed  
by Malaga’s public authorities,  
he was captured and executed  
by firing squad on San Andrés Beach  
on December 11, 1831, together with 48 
of his men.
After the death of Fernando VII, it was de-
cided to build a cenotaph in memory of 
General Torrijos. It was funded by popu-
lar subscription and placed in Plaza de la 
Merced, then known as Plaza de Riego, to 
reinforce the city’s liberal image.
The monument, the work of Rafael Mi-
tjana, reflects the 19th-century trend of 
heavy symbolism. It was erected above a 
crypt containing the remains of all those 
shot that day, with the exception of the 
Irishman Robert Boyd, who was buried in 
the English Cemetery. Sand from San An-
drés Beach was used to make the ceno-
taph, which is made up of three sections 
topped by an obelisk. It was unveiled in 
1842.

The third block of the obelisk that tops the Monument to General Torrijos is slightly twisted due 
to the great earthquake that took place on Christmas 1884. Despite the monument’s many 
restorations, the city of Malaga has decided to leave this flaw to memorialize that event. 50



The Industrial Revolution ushered in a period of 
prosperity for Malaga, with the opening of factories 
dedicated to the iron and steel industry, driven by 
Manuel Agustín Heredia, and textiles, promoted 
by the Larios family. Industrial development was 
focused in the west side of the city, giving rise to the 
working class neighborhoods of Huelin and El 
Bulto, with the resulting urban growth in that area.

The most important families of the period, 
merchants, industrialists, etc., all built 
their mansions on either side of the newly 
opened Alameda Principal. The Huelin, 
Grund, Gross, Temboury, Heredia, Loring 
and Larios families, and even the politician 
Cánovas del Castillo, made up the so-called 
Alameda Oligarchy.

Chimneys
Industrial activity was centered along 
the western coastal area on the other 
side of the Guadalmedina, where 
in addition to Heredia’s foundries, 
Eduar-do Huelin Ressing establis-
hed a su-garcane mill and created 
the residen-tial neighborhood for his 
workers that bears his name. One tra-
ce of 19th-century industrial activity  
that still remains today  
are the chimneys  
of those factories  
erected along the  
western seaside 
promenade.
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In the second half of the century, a 
range of foundations and charitable 
activities were undertaken, leading 
to construction of La Reina Hospital, 
today known as Civil Hospital (1862), 
and Noble Hospital (1866), built with 
funds donated by the heirs of a British 
doctor who died in Malaga, Doctor 
José Guillermo Noble, as a support 
hospital for local residents and foreign 
sailors experiencing an emergency. 

However, the crisis in the final third of the century, and especially the seizure of church lands and property, 
gave a significant boost to the property sector, whose capital derived primarily from commerce. This 
supported the urban expansion of the city, which went from being a monastery city to a modern city.

CIVIL HOSPITAL

NOBLE HOSPITAL
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For their part, the monasteries were ceded to the army 
for use as barracks. Or, as in the case of the convent of 
the Discalced Augustinians (1628), the origin of what is 
now known as Pasaje de Chinitas, they were demolished 
and their land was divided into plots for public auction. 
This allowed the oligarchy to acquire the best situated 
properties.

Pasaje Chinitas 
Pasaje de Chinitas, located on the east side of Plaza de la 
Constitución, is a narrow street that can be reached via a 
large marble arch. 
This arch is all that remains of the entrance to the church 
of the convent of the Discalced Augustinians (1628). The 
convent property occupied the entire block up to Calle 
Santa María, Calle Fresca and Calle del Toril. But the street 
owes its name to the Café de Chinitas, a popular caba-
ret open from 1857 to 1937, which was immortalized by 
Federico García Lorca in his poem dedicated to the bull-
fighter Paquiro. 
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But the most important work in terms of the impact it would have on the city’s urban planning 
was undoubtedly the opening up of Calle del Marqués de Larios, which would become the 
main artery and emblem of the city of Malaga.

CALLE DEL MARQUÉS DE LARIOS (LOOKING TOWARDS PLAZA DE LA CONSTITUCIÓN)
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CALLE DEL MARQUÉS DE LARIOS (LOOKING TOWARDS PLAZA DE LA CONSTITUCIÓN)

A Ballroom
Calle Larios was acknowledged to be one of the most elegant streets of the 19th century. The si-
dewalks and road surface were initially designed in wood, laid out like parquet. This led malagueños 
to remark that it looked more like a ballroom than a street. But this “ballroom” did not last long. In 
1907, the Guadalmedina overflowed its banks, producing the famous “flood” that swept away the 
“parquet”.

Calle Larios
Opened on August 27, 1891, the route of Calle del 
Marqués de Larios reflects the urban planning 
trends of the time, which favored broad, straight 
streets and blocks laid out in a perfect grid pat-
tern. The opening up of this street was part of a 
more ambitious plan for renovating and moder-
nizing the city.

In this case, the main aim was to connect the cen-
ter (Plaza de la Constitución) with the port in order 
to facilitate goods transport.

Because the city lacked the resources to undertake the  
project, it was put out to public bid, with the sons of the Mar- 
quis of Larios obtaining more than 90% of the shares. This allowed  
them to take charge of and even modify the plans commissioned from Eduardo 

Strachan. Among other things, the family changed the route of the street so that 
its beginning would coincide with the main façade of the family mansion 

located on the site now occupied by the Equitativa Building. TheLarios 
mansion was destroyed during the Civil War.

It is said that the architecture then being created in the city of Chica-
go inspired Strachan to design the curved corners of the blocks, one 
of the street’s distinctive features. Health reasons were also cited, as 
the absence of edges would eliminate obstacles blocking the sea air, 

allowing for greater ventilation.
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Another crucial development project for the city was 
the construction of Paseo del Parque on land reclai-
med from the sea in front of the Customs House. Once 
again it was the Larios family that took charge of the 
project. It was dedicated in honor of Malaga politician 
Antonio Cánovas del Castillo, who had managed the 
land for the city.
 
But the true purpose was actually to set up another 
more direct communication route between the bour-
geoisie already settled on the east side (Paseo de San-
cha, Paseo de Reding and Limonar) and the heart of 
the city.
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Work on the port was moving forward and it was decided to improve the existing 
lighthouse at the end of the quay in order to reinforce the maritime signal located 
closest to the entrance to the port. The lighthouse was enlarged, including the 
house of the lighthouse keeper. This structure, designed by Joaquín Mª Pery and 
opened in 1817, is known as La Farola and is one of the city’s most important 
landmarks. 
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Malaga´s La Farola
Although construction had been planned since 1717, it was not until a century 

later that work was completed, giving the lighthouse the appearance we see 
today. However, the site and surrounding area have been significantly 

modified, with quay 1 being converted into a shopping and leisure 
area: Muelle Uno. A curious fact: our lighthouse and the one in 
Santa Cruz de Tenerife are the only two in the entire country to 
bear feminine names.
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The 19th century was also characterized by 
concern about health issues and attempts 
to apply solutions to health problems in 
cities. These included the cemeteries.

The rising population and an order by 
Carlos III which banned burials in churches 
forced the municipality to establish new 
spaces. This gave rise to the creation of San 
Miguel Cemetery (1833) in the north and 
San Rafael Cemetery (1866) to the west. 
Today both are no longer in use, but San 
Miguel Cemetery, which has been listed 
as a Property of Cultural Interest, remains 
open to the public due to its extremely 
interesting sculptural heritage and funerary 
architecture.

SAN MIGUEL CEMETERY
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English Cemetery 
At no. 1 Avenida de Pries, previously the Almería Road, an iron gate  
flanked by two lions, symbol of the British Empire, leads to Malaga’s  
English Cemetery. Opened in 1831, it was the first non-Catholic  
cemetery in Spain. The initiative was driven by William Mark, British  
consul from 1824. Because of the difficulties faced when trying to bury  
non-Catholics, and given that the foreign community in Malaga (merchants and 
members of the bourgeoisie) was on the rise, he did not give up until he had obtained 
land for a graveyard from the authorities.
In 2012, the site was listed as a Property of Cultural Interest by the Government of 
Andalusia due to its great historical, artistic, cultural and botanical value. It contains the 
graves of such figures as Jorge Guillén, Gerard Brenan, and Marjorie Grice-Hutchinson, 
along with the sailors from the German frigate Gneisenau. Among the first to be buried 
in the cemetery was the young Irishman Robert Boyd, who shared the ideals of General 
Torrijos and was executed by firing squad alongside him in December 1831.
For more information, visit  http://cementerioinglesmalaga.org/

ENGLISH CEMETERY
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Atarazanas Market
At the end of the century, several military properties, having 
lost their defensive function, were ceded to the city. These 
included the shipyard building, which the City Council 
decided to use to build a municipal market in response 
to the demographic and economic expansion of the city.  
The plans were commissioned from municipal architect Joaquín de 
Rucoba, on the condition that the Nasrid gate (Mohamed V, 1354–1391) 
of the shipyards be retained as the main entrance. The market was opened 
in 1879 under the name Alfonso XII Market. 
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Despite the crisis that was making 
itself felt, leisure and cultural ac-
tivities were also in great demand. 
The most elite classes frequented 
the theaters.
In addition to Principal Theater, 
built in 1793 on Plaza del Teatro and 
now gone, another larger structure 
in line with 19th-century trends 
was erected. This was Cervantes 
Theater, opened in 1870. 

CERVANTES THEATER
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Alongside the mercantilism of the Heredias 
and the industrial activity of the Larios family, 
another family acted as the standard bearer 
of the deepest values of Romanticism: the 
Marquis and Marchioness of Casa Loring. 
They were the owners of the property known 
as Finca de la Concepción and creators of 
one of the most important botanical gardens 
in Europe: La Concepción Botanical Garden 
(listed as a Property of Cultural Interest in 
1943).
These three families, which were ultimately 
linked by marriage, provide a snapshot of 
19th-century Malaga society and its oligarchy.

Finca de la Concepción
Located in the outskirts of the city to the north, this was the recreational 
residence of the Marquis and Marchioness of Casa Loring: Jorge Loring, 
businessman and politician, and Amalia Heredia, daughter of Manuel 
Heredia and scholar and lover of the arts, archaeology and botany. It 
was she who was the true driving force behind the resources collected 
on the property, which was planted with exotic species from around 
the world. Her interest in archaeology led the couple to become the 
patrons of various projects and explorations, putting together an 
excellent collection of pieces that came to be known as the Loringian 
Museum. They include the tablets of the Lex Flavia Malacitana, now 
in the National Archaeological Museum.
The property contains a mansion, the residence of the marquis 
and marchioness, a viewpoint and a classical temple, among 
other structures. And of course, there is the spectacular botanical 
garden with an immense variety of plants and trees, some of them 
one-of-a-kind in Europe.
Today the property is owned by the city and it is open to the public.

For more information, visit http://laconcepcion.malaga.eu/
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The crisis that arrived at the end of the 
century was an unstoppable reality. 
The period marked the appearance of 
a phenomenon that would prove to 
be a potential market and source of re-
venue: tourism. This industry would 
permanently establish itself as a strong 
presence in the 20th century. Howe-
ver, in contrast to the romantic vision 
of 18th-century travelers, 19th-century 
Malaga now emerged as a modern city, 
industrialized but with highly distincti-
ve features.
Such folk figures as El Cenachero (fish 
vendor) and El Biznaguero (flower se-
ller) appeared, along with others repre-
senting the everyday people of the era.

El Biznaguero El Cenachero
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1- General Torrijos Obelisk

2- Monument to the Marquis of Larios

3- Chimneys on the western splanade

4- Finca La Concepción

5- Noble Hospital

6- Pasaje Chinitas

7- Calle Larios

8- Paseo del Parque

9- Farola

10- San Miguel Cemetery

11- English Cemetery

12- Atarazanas Market

13- Cervantes Theater

14- Civil Hospital

Tourist information point
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Crossing the river
THE 20TH CENTURY

The crisis that marked the close of the 19th century continued into the early decades of the 
new century. Among other factors, it was aggravated by the significant setback which the 
phylloxera outbreak represented for Malaga’s agricultural industry, especially viniculture.

This caused considerable rural migration, with the resulting increase in the population of 
the city.

Nonetheless, major work was undertaken during this period to improve the city’s water 
supply and safety. This included two reservoirs—Chorro and Agujero—which also contained 
the Guadalmedina River in order to prevent floods like that which happened in 1907.
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German Bridge
In Malaga, the century began with a tragic occurrence. On December 16, 1900 
the German frigate Gneisenau was wrecked due to a storm, colliding with the 
breakwater at the Port of Malaga. The civilian population came to the sailors’ 
aid, costing many of the rescuers their lives. Seven years later, in 1907, floods 
caused by the Guadalmedina overflowing its banks destroyed various bridges in 
the city. 
In gratitude for the assistance received when its frigate was wrecked, Germany  
took up a collection among its people to send aid to Malaga. This donation was used 
to build Santo Domingo Bridge, more commonly known as the Puente de los Alemanes 
(German Bridge). 
A plaque hanging in the center of the metal structure explains its origin: 
“Germany donated this bridge to Malaga in thanks for the heroic assistance which 
the city gave to those aboard the shipwrecked battle frigate Gneisenau.”
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The Rif War (1909–1927), along with problems caused by the economic crisis and the 
organization of the proletariat with increasingly more left-wing and republican tendencies, 
led to the end to the reign of Alfonso XIII by a coup d’état carried out by General Primo de 
Rivera in 1923.
The dictatorship of Primo de Rivera coincided with the global boom we know as the 
“Roaring ‘20s.” And Malaga was no exception. The economic recovery was largely due to 
trade, although from the end of the previous century, tourism had begun to make itself 
felt as the economic future. Promotion of the climate, festivals and cuisine was increased. 

CARMEN BATHS IN THE 1920s70



The 1920s fostered expansion of the city and plans were made for urban growth. One result of 
this planning was the creation of Ciudad Jardín (1926), which ultimately became a linear city built 
along the river to the north, a shift away from the British concept of garden cities. 

To the south, work was undertaken to connect Paseo del Parque with the Alameda. And in 1925 
demolition was begun on the buildings attached to the cathedral in order to leave it free-standing. 

But the seeds were sown for development of the city as we know it today in 1929, with the approval 
of the Urban Expansion Plan, drafted by municipal architect Daniel Rubio. It shifted the center 
to the west, to the other side of the river, and would later give rise to the extension of the Alameda 
and all the urban development in that area.

CIUDAD JARDÍN
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Art Nouveau in Malaga: 
Almacenes Félix Sáenz Building
The Art Nouveau movement did not gain as much support in the city 
of Malaga as in the rest of the country, with the regionalist style taking 
precedence over European trends. The most representative Art Nouveau 
structure is the old Almacenes Félix Sáenz Building, built between 
1912 and 1914. The work of architect Manuel Rivera Vera, it follows the 
particular local taste for mixing styles. It therefore also contains Baroque 
Revival elements. Today, it has been refurbished for residential use, with 
commercial premises on the ground floor. During refurbishment work, a 
Muslim cemetery was discovered beneath the structure.

However, for its official buildings, Malaga preferred 
the Baroque Revival style, as demonstrated by the 
edifices constructed along Paseo del Parque: the 
Ayuntamiento (City Hall) (1911) and the Casita 
del Jardinero (Gardener’s House) (1912).

 CITY HALL GARDENER’S HOUSE

CITY HALL72



But it was the regionalist style which left the most examples in the city: the residential buildings 
of Félix Sáenz on Paseo de Sancha (1922), a few mansions in Miramar, the Hotel Príncipe de 
Asturias (1926), Salamanca Market (1925), and even the old Moorish Revival Post Office building 
(1923), also located on Paseo del Parque, now the Office of the President of the University of Malaga.

SALAMANCA MARKET

THE RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS OF FELIX SÁENZ

OLD POST OFFICE BUILDING,  
NOW THE UNIVERSITY RECTORATE OFFICE

HOTEL PRÍNCIPE DE ASTURIAS (NOW GRAN HOTEL MIRAMAR)
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Hotel Miramar
Officially opened on February 10, 1926 
by King Alfonso XIII under the name 
Hotel Príncipe de Asturias, this building 
is considered the most outstanding 
work by architect Fernando Guerrero 
Strachan and the finest example of the 
regionalist  style that predominated 
in Malaga during this period. However, 
in this case, there is a more significant 
Art Nouveau influence than in other 
buildings. 
The Hotel Príncipe de Asturias maintai-
ned its name until it was changed to the 
Hotel Miramar with the establishment 
of the Republic. During the Civil War, 
it was used as a field dressing station 
until 1939, when it returned to its origi-
nal use, operating as a hotel until 1967. 
From 1987 to 2007 it was occupied by 
the Provincial Court.
Refurbishment work was begun in 2014 
to restore the building for use as a ho-
tel and again give the city of Malaga a 
great luxury hotel. If you are staying the-
re, congratulations.
For more information, visit
www.granhotelmiramarmalaga.com

Tobacco Factory
Given its size, the Tabacalera building is perhaps the most 
representative of the Sevillian regionalist style, characte-
rized by exposed brick and tilework. Construction on the 
tobacco factory was begun in 1923 in the city’s industrial ex-
pansion area, in the heart of the working-class Huelin neigh-
borhood. The complex, which is made up of five buildings 
with large open areas and gardens, is currently home to the 
Automobile and Fashion Museum and the Russian State 
Museum Collection, Saint Petersburg/Malaga.

Más información en:
www.museoautomovilmalaga.com
www.coleccionmuseoruso.es
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The post-war period was marked by a time of economic autarky. This was imposed in part by 
the international isolation to which the country was subjected beginning with the Second 
World War, due to condemnation of the dictatorial Franco regime.

1930 marked the start of a period of po-
litical and social upheaval throug-hout 
the country, and Malaga was no excep-
tion. The Second Republic was establis-
hed on April 14, 1931. Barely one month 
later, May 10–13, there was a succession 
of disturbances throughout almost the 
entire country, originating in Madrid. 
They unleashed a wave of anticlerical 
rage, which ended with the “burning of 
monasteries.” In Malaga, this was espe-
cially virulent.

In just a few days, the Episcopal Palace, 
22 convents and monasteries, and 18 
churches, among others, were burned, 
including all of their goods. This was a 
harsh blow to our cultural and artistic 
heritage, with irreparable losses.

The disturbances and clashes between 
the left and the right led to the coup 
d’état staged by General Franco on 
July 18, 1936. Malaga remained on the 
Republican side until it was finally taken 
by Franco’s troops in February 1937.
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There was an upturn in the textile industry which lasted 
from 1949 to 1960, when it finally disappeared due to lack of 
competitiveness.

The autarkic period brought the beginning of urban 
development which was extremely important for the city’s 
growth, focusing on much-needed housing construction. 
The plan focused on creating complete working-class 
neighborhoods on the outskirts, reinforcing the extension 
of the Alameda to the west and Ciudad Jardín to the north, 
although development was undertaken in all directions. The 
esplanade along La Malagueta Beach was also built during 
this period.

LA MALAGUETA ESPLANADE, 1960s.
NORTH SIDE OF PLAZA DE LA 

MARINA. AUTARKY.76



Plaza de la Marina
One of the most important development projects in the city center was Plaza de la Marina, created 
after the city walls were pulled down, between the ruins of the south wall and the port. The most 
characteristic feature of this square is the line of buildings constructed along the course of the wall. 
Beginning at the corner of Calle Larios, there is a residential building with commercial premises 
on the ground floor. This is followed by the edifice constructed as the central headquarters for 
Caja de Ahorros de Ronda, now Unicaja. Among its most notable features is the sculptural group 
depicting the Holy Family, emblem of the financial institution, which forms a sort of frieze along 
the top of the façade. The line ends with the building constructed to house the Malaga Provincial 
Council, on the corner of Calle Molina Lario.
On the west side, at the corner of Alameda Principal, the building for the insurance company 
La Equitativa was erected on the ruins of the mansion of the Larios family. It was designed with 
regionalist elements, such as the tower that tops the structure with Muslim influences.

the Port Columns.
Another Unfinished Work.
The entrance to the Port of Malaga is mar-
ked by a line of large columns, inspired by 

the Puerta de la Independencia, the main 
entrance to Retiro Park in Madrid. They 

were supposed to have been topped 
by an additional element. Plans in-
cluded pots with plants, statues and 
even lampposts. In the end, none of 
these options was carried out and 
the columns remain unfinished to 

day. 77



As we have seen, starting in the late 19th century, Malaga began to identify an important 
economic market that exploited the city’s resources. In the 1960s, it became an industry: 
tourism.

Carmen Baths
From the late 19th century, Malaga had several bathing establishments, 
including the Apolo, La Estrella and Diana baths. These closed in the 
1940s when this type of facility became obsolete.
Only the Carmen Baths, opened in 1918, managed to survive, thanks 
to a more modern concept adapted to suit the demands of the middle 
class and the growing number of foreign tourists. This private spa was a 
touchstone for Malaga’s bourgeoisie until the law establishing free access 
to beaches in the 1980s made it public. At one point it had a soccer field, 
tennis court, 2000 m² dance floor, restaurant, jetty and even an aquarium.

Today the Carmen Baths have become another landmark for malagueños 
because of their history and exceptional location offering fantastic views 
of the Bay of Malaga.

Water into Wine
During the Roaring Twenties, the Car-
men Baths set the standard for luxury  

and glamour, to the point that it is said 
that Antonio López, owner of the Vinícola 

Malagueña winery, financed construction of a 
fountain from whose spouts flowed the finest 
quality sherry.
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Cultural Center vs. Roman Theater
One of the most important buildings from the period of autarky was known as the 
Casa de la Cultura (Cultural Center). This monumental edifice was intended to 
house the library and Provincial Historical Archive. It was erected on Calle Alca-
zabilla on land ceded by the city, made available by demolishing various residential 
buildings that formed part of the Alcazaba neighborhood.

In 1951, when the structure was almost completely finished, work be-
gan on the su-rrounding gardens. I t was then that the ruins of Malaga’s 
Roman Theater emerged. But the building had been constructed on 
top of a good part of the archaeological site. From the outset there 
were voices in favor of demolishing the building, but it was not until 
1995, following excavations to determine the importance of the site, 
that it was finally torn down, revealing the rest of the theater hidden 
beneath its foundations.

CULTURAL CENTER. 1950s
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The tourism phenomenon would produce rapid urban development, not just locally, but also at 
the interurban and intermunicipal levels. This was the first step in Malaga’s gradual growth into the 
great metropolis it is today.

With the creation of the Costa del Sol brand, the Costa del Sol Land-Use and Development 
Plan and subsequent zoning plans, efforts were focused primarily on the western Costa del Sol. 
From Torremolinos to Estepona, improvement and infrastructure work advanced rapidly, turning the 
small, peaceful fishing villages into heavily urbanized tourist spots, an unstoppable advance that has 
made the western Costa del Sol the continuous urban area it is today.
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The airport, freeways and major roads facilitate and encourage the influx of 
visitors, which is growing exponentially with each passing season and requires 
more and more services.

The resources used to develop the coast, and the general land-use plans drawn 
up by the city, which were not observed, led to a period of neglect in terms of 
improvements to the capital city, in favor of the coast.
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Malaga HEADS INTO THE FUTURE
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With the arrival of democracy, the local government established new perspectives and 
priorities in terms of the city’s urban planning.

Since 1984, successive urban land-use plans have included special projects in almost 
all of the most run-down neighborhoods, especially Trinidad-Perchel, and in the his-
toric district, which benefited from a redevelopment and renovation plan. Major in-
frastructure investments, such as creating beltways, were successful in reducing traffic 
congestion in the city. Lastly, the pedestrianization plan under consideration since 
1984 was finally implemented in the historic district, reclaiming this urban space for 
residents, enhancing its great historic and artistic potential. 
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Today, Malaga can boast of being a great city: modern, welcoming and functional, equipped 
with the best infrastructure elements. Open and accessible to leisure and business. A great 
metropolitan city with all the advantages this entails.

Recovering the Corralones
Corralones were a traditional type of residential building in 19th-cen-
tury industrial Malaga. They were characterized by a central courtyard, 
the heart of community social l ife, with single-family homes located 
around it.
Today they have vir tually disappeared. However, in the neighborhood 
of El Perchel it is stil l  possible to admire the iconic Corralón de Santa 
Sofía, built in 1884. And in both El Perchel and La Trinidad, there are new 
structures erected following the 1989 floods. They can be visited during 
Corralones Week, held during the first week in June.
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Malaga, Museum City
Redevelopment and pedestrianization of the historic district has been associated with a 
beautification plan which includes a municipal urban sculpture program featuring con-
temporary artists. Known as Malaga, Museum City, it was began 2002 with the aim of 
converting the city into an open-air museum of contemporary sculpture. Thanks to this 
initiative, today we can enjoy such important works as Points of View (2005) by British 
sculptor Tony Cragg, erected on Calle Strachan at the intersection with Calle Larios; and 
Panta Rei (2008) by Blanca Muñoz, in Plaza del Siglo.

The 2003 opening of the Center for Contemporary Art—located in the old whole-
sale market, dating from the autarky period—marked Malaga’s definitive commitment 
to contemporary art and artists. Nearby, in front of the main entrance, we find two of 
the most representative sculptures, which have now become icons: Man Moving by 
German artist Stephan Balkenhol and Sombra Azul by Spaniard Chema Alvargonzález.

For more information, visit www.cacmalaga.eu

POINTS OF VIEW PANTA REI

MAN MOVING

SOMBRA AZUL
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Looking to the Sea
Along the western coast, the special plans and projects implemented in depressed working-
class neighborhoods culminated in the construction of the western esplanade, revitalizing 
the old neighborhoods of Huelin, El Bulto and San Andrés. This gave the city a new leisure 
and urban development space, with the additional benefit of restoring and regenerating San 
Andrés and Misericordia beaches, converting them into urban beaches.

But it is not only the western coast that has benefited from these projects. The beach 
regeneration plan was implemented along the entire Malaga coastline, recovering all of the 
beaches up to the municipal boundary to the east. Today malagueños enjoy 15 of the best 
urban beaches in the world.

The city’s definitive opening up to the sea was crowned by the special port project plan, 
which transformed a space that had previously been reserved and closed into a recreation and 
leisure area for residents. It included quays 1 and 2, which have now been converted into a 
long landscaped avenue, Palmeral de las Sorpresas, and Muelle Uno, a shopping and leisure 
center.

This eastern area is also home to Astilleros Nereo, one of the 100 Spanish Historical Industrial 
Heritage sites devoted to boat building included in the National Industrial Heritage Plan. This 
craft has been listed as a Property of Cultural Interest. The historical industrial architecture houses 
a maritime heritage ecomuseum specializing in historical replicas, classic boat restoration, and 
spotlighting maritime culture by designing enhancement projects for museums and cities with 
historical links to the sea.

As an integral part of Spain’s historical heritage, we offer guided tours featuring ethnographic 
content, with cultural experiences around sailing, folklore, gastronomy and the environment 
via the ecomuseum housed on-site, enhancing the maritime heritage of the seaside 
neighbourhood of Pedregalejo.
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Port of Malaga Chapel
In the middle of what is now Muelle Uno, we find a 
restrained Baroque sandstone ashlar building whose 
construction dates from 1745. This is Virgen del Puerto 
Chapel, also known as Purísima Concepción Chapel. 
It is a small, two-story building. The bottom floor is 
dedicated to worship and the top floor is reserved for 
the chaplain’s residence. Its distinguishing feature is that 
it has two façades and two separate entrances. The 
ground floor, occupied by the chapel, can be reached 
from the quay, while the entrance to the residence, 
located on the upper floor, is on Paseo de la Farola.

Enlargement of the East Dock and construction of the cruise ship terminal have produced 
an exponential increase in the number of visitors to our city.
But Malaga’s growth in recent years can be described in two words: culture and 
technology.
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POMPIDOU CENTER

AUTOMOBILE AND 
FASHION MUSEUM

PICASSO FOUNDATION

PICASSO MUSEUM MALAGA CARMEN THYSSEN MUSEUM MALAGA

RUSSIAN STATE MUSEUM COLLECTION, 
SAINT PETERSBURG/MALAGA

CENTER FOR 
CONTEMPORARY ART
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Malaga is Culture
Malaga has made a firm commitment to revitalizing our city’s culture, enhancing 
our vast historic and artistic heritage, and creating new spaces that bring culture 
to residents.

This plan began in 2003 with the opening of the Picasso Museum Malaga and the 
Center for Contemporary Art, located in the old wholesale market. Today Malaga 
is “the city of museums” with a total of 40, including branches of Paris’s Pompidou 
Center, the Russian State Museum in Saint Petersburg and Carmen Thyssen’s 
private collection.

Malaga’s cultural offerings were expanded with the construc-
tion of the Conference and Exhibition Center (2003). The 
building’s futuristic design plays. with new materials, dimen-
sions and colors. An avant-garde space for business opportu-
nities.
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SOHO MALAGA
The Center for Contemporary Art (CAC) 
has been the cornerstone of an artistic 
and cultural movement implemented in 
2009, resulting in the creation of the Soho 
Malaga project, the Arts District. This is a 
private initiative to revitalize a triangu-
lar urban space extending between the 
CAC, Plaza de la Marina, the Alameda 
and Heredia Quay. The most characteris-
tic elements are two spectacular murals 
painted on a 7-story building near the 
CAC, the work of two top contempo-
rary urban artists. In one, London artist 
Dean Stockton (D*Face) painted a com-
bat pilot, while the subject of the other, 
the work of Obey (Frank Shepard Fairey), 
is the antithesis of this, titled Peace and 
Freedom. The two mu-rals have become 
the icon and beacon of Soho Malaga.

For more information, visit
www.sohomlg.com/
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Malaga is Technology
On December 9, 1992, the Andalucía Technology Park (PTA) opened in the 
Campanillas district some 14 kilometers from Malaga. It was designed specifi-
cally to provide a location for companies in the information and communica-
tions technology sector. The park is an example of modern industrial architec-
ture set in an environment that is respectful of the natural surroundings. Since 
1998, it has been home to the headquarters of the Asociación de Parques 
Tecnológicos de España (Spanish Technology Park Association).
Near the PTA, the University of Malaga reorganized its facilities, creating a lar-
ge university campus in the working-class neighborhood of Teatinos. This 
promotes interaction with the PTA.

ANDALUCÍA TECHNOLOGY PARK

UNIVERSITY OF MALAGA CAMPUS
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BUT THIS IS NOT THE END OF 
THE STORY
Throughout these pages, we have tried 
to offer you a more in-depth look at Ma-
laga, enabling you to gain a deeper un-
derstanding of the city, from our origins 
down to today.

But the story does not end here.

You are with us now, strolling along our 
streets and squares, which have become 
yours as well, because you know their se-
crets.

Now please enjoy our city and write your 
own story, that of your visit to Malaga. We 
are sure you will have much to tell.
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www.malagaturismo.com | info@malagaturismo.com

Municipal information: 010 — 951 92 60 10

Information offices:
• Central Office. Plaza de la Marina, 11
• Visitor Reception Centre Ben Gabirol. Calle Granada, 70


